Join us in the science lab on Saturdays once a month at Morrill Hall from 10am-12pm as we investigate a variety of science and natural history topics through hands-on activities and exploration!

If you attend three Investigate events, you qualify to be a Science Investigator, and you get a prize!

*Be sure to visit the check-in station in the Morrill Hall science lab during your visit to have this calendar marked.

Investigate will take a short break for program revision but return with a “new” and improved program full of science and fun in July.**

307 Morrill Hall
P.O. Box 880338
Lincoln, NE 68588-0338

Draw yourself!

Name

Age
January 11
Chemistry of Life

February 8
No Investigate. Join us at Dinosaurs & Disasters. (Get Investigate stamp in member lounge)

March 14
World of Water

April 11
Amazing Earth

May 9
No event. UNL commencement.
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